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※: vs pre, p<0.05




（EFFECTS OF CONSUMING 0.5G OF GINGER POWDER CON-
TAINING 6-SHOGAOL AND 6-GINGEROL ON SKIN TEMPERA-
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※: vs pre, p<0.05
※: vs pre, p<0.05
※ ※
図２ 6-gingerol 粉末０．５g摂取が末梢の皮膚温に及ぼす影響
（EFFECTS OF CONSUMING 0.5G OF GINGER POWDER CON-
TAINING 6-SHOGAOL AND 6-GINGEROL ON SKIN TEMPERA-
TURE. The 6th Asian Congress of Dietetics, Taipei, Taiwan, 2014.より
引用19)）
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Skin temperature of dorsa of the hands after 
                        consumption
Time（min）
Skin temperature of dorsa of the feet after 
                        consumption
※: vs pre, p<0.05
※: vs pre, p<0.05







（EFFECTS OF CONSUMING 1.5G OF GINGER POWDER CON-
TAINING HIGH LEVELS OF 6-SHOGAOL AND 6-GINGEROL ON
SKIN TEMPERATURE. The European Society for Clinical Nutrition
and Metabolism Congress, Geneva, Swizerland, 2014.より引用20)）
体温と健康づくりの関係 －１０３－








































Skin temperature of dorsa of the hands after 
                        consumption
Time（min）
Skin temperature of dorsa of the feet after 
                        consumption
pre　　 15　　 30　　 45　　 60　　 75　　 90
※
※: vs pre, p<0.05
※: vs pre, p<0.05
図４ 6-gingerol 粉末１．５g摂取が末梢の皮膚温に及ぼす影響
（EFFECTS OF CONSUMING 1.5G OF GINGER POWDER CON-
TAINING HIGH LEVELS OF 6-SHOGAOL AND 6-GINGEROL ON
SKIN TEMPERATURE. The European Society for Clinical Nutrition
and Metabolism Congress, Geneva, Swizerland, 2014.より引用20)）
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